**Jajar Atlas**

**What's happening in Jajar?**

Jajar is located on the western edge of Solo in an area that used to be mostly farmland. Recently new housing and infrastructure has been developed along Jl. Adi Sucipto. In south Jajar, the old communities have been there for generations.

**Jajar Families Profile**

- Population: 9,639
- Households (HH): 2,749
- Average HH size: 3.5

**Population by Age**

- 0 – 9: 37%
- 10 – 19: 20%
- 20 – 29: 13%
- 30 – 39: 12%
- 40 – 49: 11%
- 50 – 59: 9%
- 60+: 7%

**Jajar Neighborhood Map**

**Assets**

- Strong access to city center and airport
- Land still available for housing or open space
- High level of public services

**What are potential issues?**

- Uneven service distribution
- Concentrations of poverty
- Benefits of expansion not shared by all residents

**Jajar's Location in Solo**

This Mini Atlas collects information about Jajar so everyone can see and understand what is going on. Information about the condition of services can help people discuss what they want from the annual participatory budgeting process, the musrenbang. Our goal is to make citizens more informed about their communities.

**Jajar's Location in Solo**

Jajar is on the edge of the city. There is a lot of new housing development, and also older communities. How do residents in the older areas of Jajar benefit from new development?
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